A generic algorithm from the origin in VANET scenarios
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Routing in VANET(Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks) is still a developing area due the specific
characteristics of these networks. The most difficult challenge is to prove information transport
even that the channel is rapidly modified by the network`s mobility. Mobility in VANETs
scenarios is a notable issue that has to be faced by the logical part in the network. The network
layer needs to guarantee the stability of routing without relying on the mechanisms of traffic
information from the physical layer. Routing protocols offer different characteristics to
communicate many hosts/vehicles considering the constant topology exchanging. These
protocols supports routing in large scale in big avenues [1] , intense mobility of vehicles and
connections without link breakage[2], an adaptation system to the constantly exchange of nodes
in the network [3] , dynamics and passivity to prove dynamic routing showed in [4] and [5].
These protocols are subdivided in two types: reactive and proactive protocols. Reactive
protocols determine routes on demand. It depends on any external resources and reduces the
network overhead. Protocols that have to refresh a routing table to provide selection of routes
know are called proactive protocols. The reactive ones have their performance higher than the
proactive ones [6]. This performance is achieved by the continuous transmission of packets by
proactive protocols. These packets generate a big overhead in the network increasing the waste
of information. The discard of information is an important issue that can cost the lives of people
who are moving in the vehicles. Based on studies of actual algorithms, note a dispersion of
important algorithms that solve various problems in VANET scenarios in separated algorithms.
It is necessary a choice of some protocol with the currently problem found in the network, being
unable to the network system. The objective of this work is defining a generic algorithm that can
put together a great amount of VANET characteristics, taking into account the deficiencies in
existing approaches. Intend to develop a routing protocol that: (1) Being dynamic from the
origin. That will be a reactive algorithm, routing on demand. (2) Present a good behaviour in
small/large scale situations. It will have a successful performance in small streets to big
avenues. (3) Recognize the network topology even it is in rapidly exchange of nodes, and made
it without wasting information. (4) Provide a bigger connection time between cars to a higher
transmission of packets. The protocol must have mechanisms of link breakage. It is interesting
that the proposed protocol present the same performance found in protocols that have been
already made.
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